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Dell Publishing Company, United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Alexa Keen is the best the FBI has to offer, a special agent who
can achieve the impossible: finding victims of abduction before they can be killed. Casey LePointe
West is heiress to one of the greatest fortunes in America. Now, as Hurricane Katrina roars toward
New Orleans, these two women are finding common ground in a city of ghosts and grandeur.Alexa
as the FBI s representative in a case guaranteed to destroy careers, and Casey as a woman whose
husband has gone missing and who herself may be the next victim of a brilliant manipulator s rage.
From the violent wards of an insane asylum to the primordial Louisiana swamps, Alexa is entering
the darkest corners of a deadly mystery, peeling back layers of family secrets, hidden relationships,
and a twenty-five-year-old crime. And as a raging hurricane gathers strength, she is plunged into a
frantic race against time, in the eye of a storm of violence.and just where a ruthless killer wants her
to be.
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Reviews
This publication is really gripping and exciting. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Salvador Lynch
This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr. Lee Simonis PhD
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